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Grayscale receives a 2% annual management fee based on the value of the Bitcoin held by 
GBTC—not the publicly traded price of GBTC’s shares.7  Grayscale thus has a financial incentive 
not to permit redemptions so as to maintain the volume of Bitcoin held by GBTC (and to have that 
amount only increase to the extent new shares are issued).   

Additionally, Grayscale is authorized to purchase up to $1.2 billion worth of GBTC shares, 
and has already bought at least $698 million of those shares at a significant discount to the value of 
the underlying Bitcoin.8  Should the current depression in the value of GBTC’s shares ever be 
reversed, Grayscale itself would stand to gain roughly $200 million from those purchases.9   

If the requested ETF conversion were approved, Grayscale’s stated basis for not permitting 
redemptions under Regulation M would be inapplicable, as ETFs are eligible for exceptions to 
Regulation M’s requirements.10  Grayscale could then begin allowing redemptions, the stock price 
of GBTC would likely increase to match the value of the underlying Bitcoin, and Grayscale could 
likely sell at a significant profit the $700 million in GBTC shares it has purchased at a discount.   

In sum, whether or not an ETF conversion is approved, by not allowing GBTC redemptions 
and by simultaneously buying GBTC stock at a substantial discount, Grayscale will obtain hundreds 
of millions of dollars in profit, in the form of either management fees or sales of GBTC stock at 
increased prices.  The SEC should thus deny the conversion of GBTC into an ETF unless and until 
Grayscale first (a) initiates a redemption program for GBTC that complies with Regulation M; and 
(b) agrees to distribute to GBTC’s other shareholders on a pro rata basis any and all gains resulting 
from any Grayscale purchases of GBTC shares at a discount and corresponding sales of GBTC 
shares on an undiscounted basis.   

Very truly yours, 

/s/ David B. Hennes 
David B. Hennes 
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